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E xtrem al C om binatorics
Spring 2014
M 584: Topics in C&O: Extrem al Combinatorics 
MW F 2:10-3:00 p.m. in M 108 
Credits: 3 CRN: 32149
Instructor: Cory Palmer cory.palmer@umontana.edu
D escription: One of the most typical questions in extremal combinatorics is the study of the 
maximum or minimum possible size of an object from some family of objects (e.g. graphs, sets) 
subject to some given constraints. For example, what is the maximum number of edges in an 
n-vertex graph without triangles? Another classic: what is the maximum number subsets of an 
n-element set such tha t no subset contains another one? We will concentrate on questions of these 
types although extremal combinatorics also includes the im portant subjects of graph colorings and 
Ramsey theory. Extrem al combinatorics is one of the most actively studied areas of combinatorics 
with many recent significant breakthroughs. Extrem al problems often have im portant consequences 
in subjects such as computer science and number theory.
Topics: Forbidden subgraphs (e.g. Turan’s theorem, Erdos-Stone-Simonovits theorems, forbid­
den bipartite subgraphs, forbidden subhypergraphs); Szemeredi’s regularity lemma (e.g. triangle- 
removal lemma, R oth’s theorem); Set systems (e.g. size of Sperner and intersecting systems, mul­
tiple proofs of Erdos-Ko-Rado theorem, Ahlswede-Khachatrian complete intersection theorem); 
additional topics (e.g. block designs, matriods)
T extbook: There is no set textbook for this class. I will provide electronic notes with references. 
Some of the forbidden subgraph m aterial can be found in the graph theory books of Bollobas (Mod­
ern Graph Theory, Extrem al Graph Theory), Bondy and M urty (Graph Theory), Diestel (Graph 
Theory), or West (Combinatorial M athematics). Diestel (Graph Theory) contains an excellent sec­
tion on the regularity lemma. Set systems are covered well by the books of Bollobas (Combinatorics) 
and Anderson (Combinatorics of Finite Sets).
G rading: Based on homework exercises.
Office hours: Friday, 3-4 p.m. in M 108
C lass w ebsite: http://w w w .m ath.um t.edu/palm er/584spring2014/
P rerequisites: Familiarity with graph theory and general combinatorics will be assumed. Students 
are expected to have taken Graph Theory (M 485) or Combinatorial M athematics (M 581).
A ccom m odation s: If you are entitled to accommodations sanctioned by DSS, you should notify 
me soon so we can make appropriate adjustments.
